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I have not had a chance to do the necessary drawings to continue the  series of articles on Dual Seat Vam-
pires and C.A.C Sabres in this issue. They should return next time hopefully as will Rod Bliever's series on 
Aero Club Chipmunks. In their absence, there are quite a few other contributions from various people as 
listed on the index below. Don't forget that some articles have multiple HTML pages ('click' on the next but-
tons) and that one should click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger copy.     
 
 As usual I have to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their articles and photos 
this issue, in particular the following - Mick Mirkovic, Dick Hourigan, Matthew Ward, Clarke Cone, Ley Rey-
nolds, Jim Grant, Alan Yee & the AHMWA. Don't forget that all photos credited to these individuals are sub-
ject to copyright and cannot be reproduced without their written permission. I also am grateful to Damian 
Casey from Aussie decals for the review material, and Mick Elst whose photos from club meetings return 
this issue. 
 
 The 4th issue of 2008 (volume 22), is due at the Dec meeting. Don't forget that all and any contributions to 
this publication are always welcomed, so send any material to the editorial address (P.O Box and email 
listed at the end of this page), or hand it to me at club meetings.   
 
 

Steve Mackenzie - Editor 
 
 
All material (Photos, text and drawings) is by and copyrighted to the Editor Steve Mackenzie unless noted 
and cannot be reproduced without written permission 
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The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch, 
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts de-
voted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling.  The club 
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when 
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday.  Meetings start at 1:00 PM 
and are held at 
 
       Ryde Ex-Services Club 
       724 Victoria Road 
       Ryde NSW 2112 

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competi-
tions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for peo-
ple of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling. 
 
       If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 
visit our website at http//:www.ipms.org or write to : 
       IPMS New South Wales 
       c/o P.O. Box 949 
       Glebe NSW  
       Australia  2037 

A small addendum to clear up a couple of points which have come 
up since the article last month. First up I have slightly modified the 
Yellow/Black rudder markings on the profile of XA167 '807' to 
make the last Yellow stripe at the rear a bit larger. A more major 
change (which applies to all the profiles in the last issue), is that 
the RAN examples did not have the Black cover over the ADF gear 
below the fuselage. While this is present on the RAAF airframes, 
due to a differeent fitment, the RAN ones did not carry it.</p> 
 
Phil Thompson also provided the following small comments and 
additional bits of info after receiving the original article 
 
1. 'On 18 June 1954, 723 Squadron also took delivery of the RAN's 
first jet aircraft. Lieutenant Peter Goldrick accepted the de Havil-
land Sea Vampire Mk T.22 at the de Havilland workshops in Bank-
stown before flying the aircraft to NAS Nowra.' 
 
2. The RAAF had differential toe brakes with a compressed air sys-
tem fed by engine RPM. The air reservoir could be quickly depleted 
if used improperly making taxiiing / braking a real chore and diffi-

cult to master. The RAN system was the same with differential 
brakes but applied via the hand lever. The lever tended to make 
the brakes 'grab' initially then more pressure could be applies as 
per the RAAF toe brake system. No anti skid mechanism on either 
though. 
 
3. Rereading the Vampire (RAN) article again one thing struck as 
being odd. "Modex" was a term I did not see or hear in my years at 
NAS Nowra. Vaguely I'm aware that it was used in the USN but to 
my knowledge/recollection the 'side numbers' painted under the 
canopy on the fuselage is what we called them on the squadrons.  
 
Finally the previous article finished with a photo which appeared to 
show diagonal Yellow/Black tail stripes on one unknown airframe. 
Peter Malone has kindly sent us the above better quality scan of 
the photo which shows that it was actually an optical illusion 
caused by severe Jpeg degradation on the original scan. The 
above shows that the stripes were vertical in reality as on other air-
frames. 
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By Steve Mackenzie 
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Sea Vampire T.22, XA167, '807'  724 Sqn RAN. HMAS Albatross, Naval Air Base Nowra, 1968 
 
Overall Aluminium dope with 36" yellow training bands around the wings just outboard of the booms and encircling the rear tail booms. NAVY', 
serials, 'side number' 807 and 'NW' (for Nowra) on the vertical tail were all in Black. 'Kangaroo' roundels in six positions. Note the different font for 
'807' on the tail boom fins and the small repeat of it on the main under carraige door (as per photo above). 

Sea Vampire T.22, XA167 '807' at Nowra. Note the 'side number' repeated on the main under carraige door, and the different style to the '807' 
where carried on the tail boom. 

Historical Notes 
 
 Until the 1960s the road network in much of the world was basic to 
non-existant, which meant that good's transport relied heavily on rail-
ways and canals. Large long rivers such as the Dnieper, Yangste and 
Danube were of major importance in this regard, and the various Gov-
ernments along their course deployed armed vessels to assert sover-
eignty, patrol borders, assist custom services and in time of war, sup-
port land forces. 
 
 As the major Central European power pre 1918, the Austro-Hungarian 
Empire maintained a strong naval force on the Danube, with Monitors 
being the main operational type from the late 1870s until the end of W.
W.I. At this time the surviving Monitors were handed to emerging states 
such as Yugoslavia and Hungary or passed to Rumania as war repara-
tions. Virtually all had long, eventful careers post 1918.  
 
The Drawings 
 
 This series will illustrate some of the many Monitor designs used on 
the Danube with brief notes on the individual ship's career. 

 
What might have been on the Danube - Danube Monitaren 
Xi and XII 
 
 
Displacement: 1240 tonnes 
Length: 73.9 mr 
Beam: 13.0 mr 
Draught: 1.70 mr 
Armament: 2 x 190mm L/35, 4 x 90mm L/45, 1 x 90mm L/45, plus 4 
machine guns in turrets 
 
 
In 1917 Schiffswert Linz laid down the keels of two new large Monitors 
for service on the Danube. The worsening Austro-Hungarian military 
and economic position meant that work was suspended soon after-
woods and the minimal remains were scrapped in 1919 by the Allied 

���������������������������

By Ley Reynolds 
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 One of the most popular club members, Alan Yee has a large collec-
tion of personal photos dating back to just after the end of W.W.II. 
Many of these photos are from an era from which few good illustrations 
turn up in print in the usual sources. 
 
Until recently Alan did not have prints of many of his negatives that he 
had taken over the years. With the advent of access to cheaper scan-
ning solutions he has been able to obtain electronic copies of much of 
his collection and has agreed to this publication using a selection of his 

images in each issue. He and myself (the editor) will select some for 
use each quarter, on some occasions they will be to a random theme 
as here, sometimes it will concentrate on one particular airframe or 
type, on other occasions there may be a mini walkaround of a particular 
airframe. 
 
This time we have a small spread of photos of Fairey Fireflys from Alan 
(plus a couple of additional shots of '245' from my collection) .(Steve - 
Editor). 
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Trumpeter’s new-ish Bismark and Tirpitz kits are revamps of the old 
Skywave moulds by Trumpeter. They’ve incorporated some rather 
clever slide moulding into the parts, which has allowed greater detail 
straight out of the box, but the downside is the superstructure consists 
of overlays with the detail on them for the vertical surfces. This can 
mean a rather nasty gap can appear along deck edges and where the 
overlays join on the corners of the vertical surfaces. I personally don’t 
actually mind leaving the gaps at the deck edges and pre painting the 
verticals and their edges in whatever shade of grey before adding the 
pre painted decks, no steel hulled warship’s wooden decks ever went 
right to the edge of its deck or hull and the gap is a great place to fit 
the lower edge of brass railings into during the final stages, fitting the 
rails also gets rid of the gap quite effectively ! 
 
My Bismark, as shown in this article, is not exactly a straight from the 
box build, I added brass from the White Ensign Bismark/Tirpitz set as I 
went along, replacing or adding things the kit didn’t include or moulded 
too heavily (even with the cleverest slide moulding techniques, there is 
a limit regards how thin and fine you can go with polystyrene) and en-
hancing the overall look of the finished model.. In addition, I did not fit 
the rather lovely quad 20mm guns where instructed by the kit’s instruc-
tions. Recent research has shown fairly definitively that no such quad 
flak armament was fitted to Bismark when she sailed on her ill-fated 
breakout through the Denmark Strait. I fitted single barrel 20mm oer-
likens instead, in all locations shown in the instructions for the quad 
20mms. There’s plenty of spare single 20mms in the kit (same kit with 
different instructions and a few Tirpitz only parts is to be found in 
Trumpeter’s Tirpitz 1944 box) and whilst intended for Tirpitz in her late 
war guise, they‘re quite at home on Bismark for her final voyage in 
1941 as well ! 
 
Just as a by the by, Bismark and Tirpitz were NOT sister ships, Bis-
mark was a Class F Panzerschiffe, whilst Tirpitz was a Class G 
Panzerschiffe, according to official German Naval sources and nomen-
clature at the time. Tirpitz’s construction was always 3-6 months be-

hind Bismark’s and lessons learned in the construction and operation 
of Bismark were corrected and incorporated into Tirpitz as she was 
built and fitted out. They looked very similar yes, but they were differ-
ent ! The never completed carrier Graf Zeppelin was on the second 
Panzerschiffe F (Bismark) hull and in that regard only, was far more of 
a sister to Bismark than Tirpitz ever was ! 
 
The kit is waterline or full hull, and I went for the waterline version. I do 
prefer my smaller scale ships that way, because I always base them, 
mainly for protection from the uninitiated enquirer’s fingers when hold-
ing the completed model up at eye level for a good old fashioned 
squiz. The base gives them something to hold onto without damaging 
the model. In addition, it helps with storage, keeping completed mod-
els from damaging each other when boxed. I’ll get to the base in its 
turn. 
 
The first few stages of the kit assembly deal with the hull, main deck 
and the first of the superstructure bits, no dramas whatever were en-
countered here and all went together smoothly without any pain, as did 
the main and secondary armament turrets and the heavy flak guns. 
The next few assembly stages deal with the forward superstructure 
and control tower, on which I personally am responsible for all dramas 
encountered, because I replaced the maneuvering platform wings with 
brass and added a pile of small platforms, rails and radars (strangely 
the kit makes no mention of and contains no representation of the Lo-
renz Radars Bismark carried  toward the top of the forward control 
tower (luckily, they’re on the WEM brass fret), the kit only giving the 
large FuMo units as rectangles of plastic with a fine grid texture, which 
I immediately replaced with brass equivalents. 
 
The photo below shows replacement brass maneuvering platforms 
above secondary turrets, FuMo radars on Gun Directors on forward 
superstructure and atop control tower and Lorenz Radars below 
searchight platform and on the sides of the topmost platform, plus a 
plethora of railings and smaller platforms not included in the kit. 
 
The next assembly stage is the stack. The stack cap grille is adequate 
and with careful painting looks fine to me, so I didn’t bother with re-
placing it with the rather complicated brass equivalent, I did, however 
attack the platforms and other miscellaneous items affixed to it 
 
Photos on the next page show platforms under searchlights added 
from brass as well as aircraft handing crane (also brass) under the 
rear platform. Rear platform itself was railed later, after the stack was 
fitted to the ship. Sorry about the lopsided look to things here ‘Orrible 
finger trouble’ whilst maneuvering and posing the stack for the photo 
resulted in the damage, which was not detected until I saw the photos 
its fixed now  honest ! 
 
Next stage is the aircraft hangers either side of the stack, and they 
copped rather a lot of attention from the fine brass comb - boat cra-
dles, catwalks, platforms and railings from the WEM fret  as deen on 
the next page again, there’s a 1:1 scale ‘lie detector‘  or ‘Sanity meter’ 
in the last one ! 

By Matthew Ward 
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Divine madness !  In all above photos, LH hanger has moulded details 
removed prior to brass application, whilst RH hanger is fully brassed 
and awaiting paint. As can be seen, these are rather small to begin 
with and very sanity endangering/patience stretching and foul language 
engendering to get all of the brass affixed where its meant to be and 
you can’t see much of it all once the boats go into the cradles !  Oh 
well, at least  know its there ! (mutter muttermutter !!!) 
 
The final stages involve the rear superstructure, crane, small boats 
and mast details, I detailed them where and as necessary, from mem-
ory, I replaced the rear FuMo unit with a brass one, and added rails 
round the deck edges mainly on the masts, I added overlays of cross 
trees and yards to that was already on the kit and the mainmast 
copped brass sides to the  (hollow moulded) square crows nest. The 
lot was then rigged with stretched sprue (which pulled the top section 
of the mainmast slightly forward when tightened and NO I won’t be 
fixing that, tantamount to suicide that is ! I may well be crazy, but I ain’t 
mad !  There’s not much rigging either, a lot of her systems were not 
fitted or not fully operational before she sailed I fitted what rigging is on 

my model using photos of the ship in Norway just before she sortied as 
a guide. 
 
Photos of the completed item on its base (a simple offcut of 4x2) with 
‘Atlantic Ocean Green’ (Tamiya Acrylic ‘JA Green’  Shh !) colour on it, 
followed by a build up of the wake etc; in sticky PVA glue, which when 
dry (a couple of days) was painted white (in this case, slow ahead, 
creeping down the Fjord she’s been hiding in), with a few light layers, 
using Testor’s Acrylic white and then the whole lot copped a few coats 
of future over it to give it that wet look. I’m not apologizing for the 
swastika on her bows either, its still there and plainly visible on her 
wreck  as photos taken by Bob Ballard and James Cameron during 
their various TV shows and shown in their books upon the subject 
clearly illustrate !  Its also the CORRECT colour scheme for her break-
out. The red turret tops and black/white optical rangefinder fooling 
‘dazzles’ were painted out in Norway, leaving only the darkened bow 
and stern areas with false white bow and stern waves painted on their 
sides before she and Prinz Eugen sortied into the North Atlantic 
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Having recently upgraded my very old P-51 Mustang profiles to a higher 
standard, here a few few mixed colour schemes for anyone who is inter-
ested in such. A few of these have been seen before in their old versions 
on these pages, some are brand new. 'Click' on the profiles for larger 
versions. 
Just as a matter of interest and to show how much difference there can 

be between airframes from the same batch which were all processed at 
2AD (Richmond) & 3AD (Amberley) upon receipt from the U.S, I have put 
together a page of 84 & 86 sqn airframes. They were all issued to 84 and 
86 Squadrons which were re-equipped in 1945 and based at Bohle River 
(near Townsville) for working up to deploy to forward areas (Morotai, la-
buan etc) when the war ended,  

�����������!�����,�

C.A.C Mustang Mk.20, A68-2 (c/n 1327), Fisherman's Bend, 1945. 
 
The first two production aircraft (A68-1 & 2) from C.A.C both basically spent their entire careers doing trials at CAC and later 1 APU RAAF. They 
were painted and marked very similar - Overall Aluminium Lacquer (CAC airframes were painted overall, not just the wings as per NAA examples) 
with a matt Black anti-glare panel. Black serials and CAC emblem on the rudder. Roundels as per above. Reference: The Modeller's Guide to the 
RAAF Mustang (Red Roo). 

P-51D, A68-1001 (ex 44-13293), pattern aircraft for CAC, Fisherman's Bend, 1944. 
 
After a RAAF technical Committee (headed by Lawrence Wackett) had selected the P-51D for local production in late 1943, this airame was re-
ceived at C.A.C's Fishermans bend factory for use as a pattern airframe. Being diverted from the RAF order for P-51s, it was painted in the stan-
dard scheme used for the majority of RAF deliveries - ANA 613 Olive Drab and ANA 603 Sea Gray uppersurfaces with ANA 602 Light Gray lower-
surfaces. Sky Blue Spinner & Black serials. Dark Blue/ White RAAF style roundels were carried in 6 positions, 36" fuselage, 32" lower and 40" up-
per wing. References: The Modeller's Guide to the RAAF Mustang (Red Roo). Also many other sources carry a photo or 2 of this machine. 

Mustang Mk.III (P-51C-10), 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-J, KH616, Pilot: J.Quinn, Fano Dec 1944. 
 
T.O pattern using the ANA colours of 613 Olive Drab & 603 Sea Grey upper surfaces with 602 Light Grey lower surfaces (see issues 17/4 & 
18/2 for details of the T.O pattern etc). White codes, Red Spinner & Black serials. Sky Blue tail band (factory applied) and fin fillet carried. Me-
dium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. The upper wing roundels are of the 40" 'B' type.  Reference: photos appear in many sources, in-
cluding 'in Miniature' 18/2. 

by Steve Mackenzie 
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Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-K, KH853, Pilot: F/Lt Ken Richards, Fano 1945.  
 
Once again NMF scheme of unpainted fuselage etc with Aluminium Lacquer painted wings and a dark Olive Drab anti-glare panel. Black codes & 
serials, Red/Nat Metal Spinner (note - only the backplate is nat metal). Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. The upper wing roundels 
were originally of the 40" 'C1' type. Reference: photos appear in many sources of this airframe, including 'in Miniature' 17/4. 

Mustang Mk.IVa, 3 Sqn RAAF, CV-P, KH716, Pilot: S/Ldr Murray Nash, Fano early 1945. 
 
NMF scheme of unpainted fuselage etc with Aluminium Lacquer painted wings and a dark Olive Drab anti-glare panel. Medium Blue codes, Red/
Nat Metal Spinner & Black serials. Medium Blue rudder with White Southern Cross. The upper wing roundels were originally of the 40" 'B' type, 
later being converted to 'C1' type. Reference: photos appear in many sources of this airframe, including an extensive set in 'in Miniature' 17/4. 

P-51K Mustang, 86 Sqn RAAF, MP-J, A68-531, Bohle River, Qld, 1945. 
 
NMF scheme of unpainted fuselage etc with Aluminium Lacquer painted wings and a dark Olive Drab anti-glare panel. Black codes & serials, Nat 
Metal Spinner. RAAF Dark Blue/ White roundels in six positions (these are the later style with a greater proportion of Dark Blue, plus fin flashes.. Ref-
erence: Mustangs of the RAAF and RNZAF (Reed Australia) P.19. 
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P-51K Mustang, 84 Sqn RAAF, LB-T, A68-527, Bohle River, Qld, 1945. 
 
Once again NMF scheme NMF scheme of unpainted fuselage etc with Aluminium Lacquer painted wings and a dark Olive Drab anti-glare panel. 
Black codes & serials, Nat Metal Spinner. RAAF Dark Blue/ White roundels in six positions (these are the later style with a greater proportion of 
Dark Blue, plus fin flashes. It is unusual in carrying an individual insignia of an Eagle in shades of Dark Brown (with Yellow claws and beak) drop-
ping a Black bomb. Reference: Mustangs of the RAAF and RNZAF (Reed Australia) P.18. 

P-51K Mustang, 84 Sqn RAAF, LB-X, A68-554, Bohle River, Qld, 1945. 
 
NMF scheme of unpainted fuselage etc with Aluminium Lacquer painted wings and a dark Olive Drab anti-glare panel. Black codes & serials, Nat 
Metal Spinner. RAAF Dark Blue/ White roundels in six positions (these are the later style with a greater proportion of Dark Blue, plus fin flashes.. 
Reference: Mustangs of the RAAF and RNZAF (Reed Australia) P.18. 

P-51K Mustang, 84 Sqn RAAF, LB-V, A68-565, Bohle River, Qld, 1945. 
 
And again NMF scheme of unpainted fuselage etc with Aluminium Lacquer painted wings and a dark Olive Drab anti-glare panel. Black codes & 
serials, Nat Metal Spinner. RAAF Dark Blue/ White roundels in six positions (these are the later style with a greater proportion of Dark Blue, plus fin 
flashes. The front half of the spinner is Roundel Blue (this airframe is more commonly seen with 2 bands on the spinner but it was also photo-
graphed like this). The canopy is of a different style, being clearly more flat on the top compared to most others in the unit. Reference: Mustangs of 
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Fig.9 - K5894, South Carney, UK, 1940. 
 
From the 'Munich Crisis' in 1938 onwards, the RAF strted adding camouflage to it's training aircraft. The most common early scheme had camou-
flaged upper surfaces (standard RAF Dark Green and Dark Earth) with Yellow lower surfaces as per this example. Black code letter and fuselage 
serial. Rudder serial in White. Reference: Scale Aircraft Modelling Feb 1993. 

The continuation of our Hart Trainer profiles from last issue. One point 
which i neglected to mention then is that apart from the 1st production 
batch, the Trainers had their wing sweep reduced from 5 Deg to 2.5 
Degrees to alleviate a centre of balance problem that had arisen from 
the deletion of all armament and ammunition. However most people 
would never know if you gave this a miss on a model. 
 
Colour Schemes: The initial scheme used was similar to that of the 
RAAF's Demons prewar - overall Aluminium doped  with polished 
metal panels (mainly around the engine cowlings etc). Later from 1937 
that was changed to overall trainer Yellow with polished metal panels. 
Not long before the war, camouflage started being introduced in differ-
ent forms (those will mainly be covered next issue). Standard RAF 

roundels of the time were 
carried (in six positions) plus rudder stripes (mainly on the Aluminium 
doped scheme). Serials were mostly Black (but were outlined in White 
on rudders). 
 

$���-��+��-���$���������.�

By Steve Mackenzie 
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Fig.10 - K5861, '25', 7 SFTS, Peterborough, 1940. 
Later the Green/Brown upper surface camouflage was brought right down to the lower fuselage line, but otherwise it is basically the same colour 
scheme as above. The number '25' is White, with the serials in Black. References: 'The History of Britian's Military Training Aircraft' Page 76 Pub-

Fig.12 - K4904, 4 FTS RAF, Abu Sueir, Egypt, late 1930s. 
Although they are not often seen in photos, the unit colors for 4 FTS was a diagonally divided Yellow/ Black rectangle as per this example. This air-
frame also has Yellow wheel hubs and spinner to make it a bit more colourful. The remainder of the nscheme is as per K4917 above. Reference: 
Scale Aircraft Modelling Feb 1993. Also Modeldecal Set 108 has a photo and decals for this machine. 

Fig.11 - K4917, 4 FTS RAF, Abu Sueir, Egypt, circa 1940. 
Hart Trainers were also produced in a tropicalised version with an additional radiator let into the upper nose. These were intended for use in India, the 
Middle East etc. These airframes are normally seen in the overall 'Silver' scheme of Aluminium dope and polished metal areas, in order to combat 
heat absorption. This example is a typical one used at 4 FTS early in the war. Unit number '3' and serials are in Black, otherwise only stanrdard RAF 
roundels of the time are carried. Reference: Aeroplane Monthly August 1981, Page 429. 
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Fig.14 - K4896, Egyptian Air Force, Suez, early 1940s. 
The Egyptians acquired a number of hart Trainers in 1939-40. The initial deliveries served in 
the standard 'Silver' scheme with Black markings and serials. Stanrdard REAF Green/ White 
roundels in six positions. Reference: Air Enthusiast Quarterly No.52. 

 

Fig.13 - K4900, No.4 FTS (Flying Training School) RAF, Habbaniya, Iraq, 1941. 
Overall 'Silver' scheme of Aluminium dope and polished metal areas, in order to combat 
heat absorption. Unit number '4' and serials are in Black, otherwise only stanrdard RAF 
roundels of the time are carried. Reference: 'The History of Britian's Military Training Air-
craft' Page 75. Publisher Haynes & Co Ltd. 
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Fig.16 - K6421, North Africa, 1942 
A number of Middle East examples were camouflaged in the 'Desert' scheme of Dark Earth and Midstone with Azure Blue lower surfaces. These 
airframes were used as trainers and communication aircraft as per this example. Stanrdard RAF roundels of the time are carried along with 
Black serials. Reference: photo above. 

Fig.15 - Hart (T) 2057 of 23 AS (Air School), SAAF in 1943 
At least some of the airframes used by the SAAF in the union were painted in the overall Yellow training scheme as per this example. Standard 
roundels of the time in six positions and fin flashes. Fuselage stripe and wheel hubs are Red. Reference: photo previous via Nick Dixon 
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I have added a couple of extra examples on this page from the photos 
in the Mushroom Hart Family book. I also intended at one stage to 
draw the example on the nwxt page which was part of one of Mick's 
AHMWA pages last year (AHMWA photo P016855 refers). I have de-
cided to put this one aside for the time being however because of a lot 
of doubts about the colour scheme. APMA drew this one way back in 
1976, saying that it was Silver with a camouflaged rear fuselage and 
Yellow below the wings, nose etc (that would be very much a 'bitzer' 
of a scheme if it was correct.....). 
 
There are some doubts however. The markings around the fuselage 
roundel are actually the 4 FTS Yellow/Black unit markings (same as 
K4904 on page 1). I also have doubts about the 'Yellow' lower sur-
faces. Such was not normally seen on Middle East examples due to 

heat absorption problems, and K4917 was indeed in the overall 'Silver' 
scheme earlier, as per the drawing on page 1. I'm sure the lower nose 
panel is just unpolished metal (there are a number of Hart family air-
frames which are like this) which looks much darker than the usual 
highly polished ones normally seen. The other dark areas are all in 
shadow, and this may be the main cause for how they look. At this 
stage I think we will wait till more reference photos turn up, so some 
of these questions can be answered. 
 

Fig.17 - K4896, '1', No.4 FTS (Flying Training School) RAF, Egypt, Late 1930s.  
Overall 'Silver' scheme of Aluminium dope and polished metal areas, in order to combat heat absorption. Unit number '1' and serials are in Black, oth-
erwise only standard RAF roundels of the time are carried. This airframe later went to the REAF as per the previous page. Reference: 'Hawker Hart 
Family' Page 106. Publisher: Mushroom Model Publications. 

Fig.18 - K3157, 25 Squadron RAF, Suez, early 1940s. 
Overall Aluminium doped with polished metal panels (mainly around the engine cowlings etc).  Standard RAF roundels of the time were carried (in six 
positions) plus rudder stripes. Serials are Black (outlined in White on rudders). Red Wheel hubs and spinner. Black squadron markings on fuselage 
and almost certainly also carried above the upper wings as per the Hawker Furies which were the main unit equipment, the Sqn having 1-2 Hart Train-
ers in addition to their main type, as did many RAF units at the time. Reference: 'Hawker Hart Family' Page 19. Publisher: Mushroom Model Publica-
tions. 
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Jim Grant who is Chief Archivist at the Aviation History Museum of 
Western Australia (AHMWA) sent me a series of photos of walkarounds 
that he had done over the years of various AFVs. I will be running some 
on a regular basis in these pages. 

 
<p align="justify">A walkaround of a Staghound in an Aussie Museum. 
For those intersted it is displayed in the markings of 10th Lancers Regi-
ment.. 

�����������������

By Jim Grant 
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The Sopwith type 9400, better known as the 1.1/2 Strutter due to it's 
distinctive 'W' shaped cabane strut layout, was one of the few WW.I 
aircraft types to be built in greater numbers abroad than in it's country 
of origin. Almost 65% of the production total of 5497 was built in 
France by A.Darracq et Cie, Societe Anonyme de Hanriot, Loire et 
olivier and sarazin Freres in the following models - Sop.1A.2 (two 
seater figter/ reconnaisance), Sop.1B.2 (two seat bomber), and 
Sop.1B.1 (single seat bomber), serving with 38 escadrilles between 
early 1916 and mid 1918. 
 
These were also somewhat better powered than the British examples 
employing 135 hp Clerget 9Bb, 145 hp Clerget 9Bc or 135 hp Le 
Rhone 9Jby engines. Approximately 500 of these aircraft were later 
used by the American Expeditionary Force in 1918. The aircraft shown 
in the accompanying illustrations generally all feature clear dope finish 
overall, varnished timber interplane struts, Black under carraige legs, 
varnished propellors, Grey (possibly Silver) cabane struts and bare 
metal cowls. 
 

by Ley Reynolds 

��������%�%&.��������/��!���0�

image1 - No.305 of Escadrille Sop.111. 
Fuselage insignia is a White Swan with Yellow beak on a Red disc. Note cowl mounted Vickers M/g and Nieuport gun mount in the Observer's 
cockpit. 
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image3 - No.118 of Escadrille Sop.66. 
 
Fuselage insignia is a Black/White Falcon with a Red disc. A Lewis gun is fitted to the centre section of the top wing (obscured by the wing tip 
here). 

image2 - No.185 of Escadrille Sop.107. (previous page) 
 
Insignias are a light Blue snake with Red rings and Black detailing and a White Cross of Lorraine on a Blue disc. Note the metal panels have 
been extended along the fuselage top and there are three access panels to the internal Bomb-bay. A Lewis gun is fitted to the centre section of 
the top wing (obscured by the wing tip here). 

image4 - unknown airframe of an American Expeditionary Force training unit in 1918 
 
Clear dope finish to the undersides of the mainplanes and tailplanes, otherwise overall a dark colour - a French version of PC.10 perhaps. The '5' 
is White. 
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 Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured 
Axis etc vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their performance 
characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV modellers would be 
well aware, many of these vehicles have been on outside display at the 
Ground's museum for many years, this being the source for measure-
ment of many of them as reference for kits that have been released 
over the years.  
 
Just a small set this time of a US 37mm AT from WW.II. 
 
Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to ac-

cess these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post them 
as reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with appropriate 
photo credits being acknowledged. 
 
All of these photos on this CD are the copyright of Clark Cone of North 
Carolina, USA and may not be sold or distributed without his written 
authorisation.  
 
The rule shown in some photos to give scale is 2' overall, with one half 
divided into 6" and 1" segments. 
 

��.��"��  ���������������������1������
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Restoration of Horrie Miller’s CAC CA-6 Wackett VH-AIY at the Aviation 
Heritage Museum of WA, after 6 year’s of work is now complete. Allen 
Buzza  and his team of volunteers have completed an excellent restora-
tion of this aircraft, inside and out. Last issue Mick presented  a series of  
photos taken before the restoration was completed and post restoration 
in March, 2008. He also scanned these photos from the Wackett repair 
and maintenance manual for comparison to the restored aircraft as pre-
sented last month 
 
Mick also sent about three dozen similar scans from the Wirraway man-
ual which we will present next issue as a very timely reference to detail-
ing the Special Hobbies 1/48th kit which is due shortly. (Steve - Editor).  
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 The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of 
photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently 
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, ni-
trate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and com-
puter scans. The vast majority come from private collections and 
most haven't been published before. 
 
 In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A, 
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of 
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western 
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There 
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to 
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to 
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their 
source. 
 
 These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's 
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's 
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details 
are as below: 
 
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA 
Bull Creek Drive 
Bull Creek WA 6149 
Phone: (08)9311-4470 
Fax  : (08)9311-4455 
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au 
Website:www.raafa.org.au 
 
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library 
or myself. 
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA 

P016837 - 33rd Pursuit Sqn (Provisional) USAAF, P-40E #196, May-
lands W.A, 16 Feb 1942. 

P016727 - A-24 Banshees of 8th Bomb Squadron, 27th Bomb Group, 
USAAF on the edge of Woodstock Airfield Qld, mid 1942. 

P016700 - 2 Douglas B-18 'Bolos' #7 & 11, 28th Bomb Squadron 
USAAC, off the coast of Luzon, Phillipines, 1941. 

P016220 - 120 Sqn NEIAF P-40N Kittyhawk at Merauke N.G 1944. 

P016699 - Douglas B-18 'Bolo' #70, 28th Bomb Squadron USAAC, 
Clark Field, Luzon, Phillipines, 1941. 

P016726 - A-24 Banshees of 8th Bomb Squadron, 27th Bomb 
Group, USAAF in front of Hangar at Woodstock Airfield Qld, mid 
1942. 
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P970556 - Grumman TBM-3 Avenger, 372/N, 828 Sqn FAA from HMS 
Implacable, at Bankstown circa 1945. 
 
Editor's Notes - A set of mostly USAAC/USAAF types from the years 
1940-45 on this occasion. 
 
Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above by 
writing to their address for information on sizes available and prices etc. 
Quote the above 'P' reference nos with any enquiries to identify items 
required. (Steve) 

P970547 - B-25D Mitchell #9710 of USAAF used as a transport at Townsville circa 1945. 
P970553 - Curtiss C-46D Commando, 44-77356/X312, of 5th AF, USAAF, circa 1944/45. 

P016210 - Bell P-39 Aircobra, 41-38385/J of 35th Fighter Sqn, 8th Fighter Group, 5th AF USAAF at Milne Bay , Nov 1942. 
P016729 - A-24 Banshee #6 of 8th Bomb Squadron, 27th Bomb Group, USAAF, Amberley Feb 1942.  

P016737 - Douglas B-18 'Bolo' 36-343, 21st Transport Squadron USAAF, on the flightline at Townsville early 1942. 
P970543 - Unidentified USN PBY-5A Catalina at Townsville circa 1945. 
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by Steve Mackenzie 

A total of three Vickers Valiants were on loan to the RAAF for various 
trials at Edinburgh S.A. The 1st one WP201 was on loan for approx 6 
months in 1955 for Bomb Ballistic trials of the Blue Steel Nuclear 'stand-
off' bomb which was being built by A.V.Roe & Co Ltd. A large number of 
2/5th scale model Blue Steel bombs were delivered to RAAF Edinburgh 
Field for the trials.. 
 
Later in 1960-63, two further airframes (WP204 and WP206) were oper-
ated by Base Sqn Edinburgh in continuation of the same trials. The 
above photo is of WP206, and shows that by the time of the photo, 
RAAF roundels had been added to the fuselage (with 'D' type in the wing 
positions which was standard for the period). 
 
Thanks to Mick from AHMWA for the use of the photo which is from 
their collection, Ref No P011914. 
 
 
 
Footnote – Well we now know that the info at the ADF Serials site is 
very incomplete. There were more than just the 3 airframes that they 
listed involved in the various testing in Australia and that the above air-
frame is actually WP209. 
 
Both Mick Mirkovic and Dick Hourigan have sent me quite a bit of addi-
tional info to go wiyj the above and there will be a major update to h\this 
Oddity in issue 22=4. 
 
Steve 
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by Dick Hourigan 

The following is an inbox review of the new tooling P-40F kit from Spe-
cial Hobbies. I purchased this kit from Hannants in the U.K for A$25.01 
plus postage. For a long time the only way to achieve an early model P-
40F in 1/72 scale was to graft an aftermarket Merlin engine nose onto a 
P-40E fuselage, however Special Hobby have now released a kit depict-
ing this version. 
 
The quality of these Czech Republic kits improves with every release, 
even though there are no locating pins on the major components, the 
attention to detail in the mouldings means that a very accurate model 
can easily be assembled by a modeller with a modicum of skills. 
 
Parts:- A tray type boxing showing a desert camouflaged P -40F from 
66th Fighter Squadron USAAF on the top, contains 40 light Grey plastic 
parts, 6 clear ones all with narrow connecting sprue gates, a good decal 
sheet, plus instructions with 4 view colour schemes for 3 aircraft 
(including stencil locations). In addition there is an etched fret with in-
strument panel etc and a film for the actual instruments. 
 
Mouldings:- This is definately a new tooled kit, not a revamp of MPM's 
1996 release, catalogue 72068 for a longtail P-40F-5. The clear sprue 
contains an extra windscreen with the additional framing in the left hand 
quarter panel, and with the fuselage halves being on a seerate sprue, 
my guess is that they intend to follow up with longtail F and L versions. 
Overall dimensions are exactly 1/72 scale. 
 
There is a mixture of plastic and etched parts for the cockpit with alter-
nate instrument panels and etched seat belts. Seperate plastic cockpit 
side walls exhibit reasonable detail. however you will have to create your 
own throttle if desired. Etched parts are used to good effect for the large 
coolant radiator in the nose, monted on a plastic former which accu-
rately depicts the air intake for the Merlin engine. 
 
The 3 piece wing has full depth slots for the expended shells, and whilst 
there is ribbing on the inside upper surfaces of the wheel wells, some 

work will be required to fill in the circular edge of the wheel hole. A strip 
of 5 mm plastic sheet would seal this edge and could be trimmed flush 
with the outer surface easily. 
 
Tabs on the one piece tailplanes will facilitate accurate mounting. Alter-
nate plastic or etched metal torque links can be added to the main land-
ing gear legs which only have very short axles to locate the wheels. A 1 
piece tail wheel and leg attaches to a ledge inside the rear fuselage, 
however careful glueing will be required to attach all the small fairing 
doors here and on the wing. 
 
Even though a very clear 4 part cockpit cover is provided, the canopy 
will probably be too thick to pose in the open position. As the propellor is 
designed to be butt glued in place, some builders may wish to incorpo-
rate a shaft and socket during construction. The sway braces and bomb 
slip for the fuel drop tank are made from the etched metal fret, as are 
the trim tab actuating rods for the rudder and elevators. 
 
Decals:- The three marking options are all American aircraft dated 
1942, two in Sand over Nuetral Grey, plus one in Earth Brown, Light 
Desert Dand over Azure Blue. Paint reference is to the Gunze range. A 
detailed decal sheet includes a good selection of stencils, the only dis-
crepancy being that U.S Army is printed in Black instead of the correct 
Identification Blue. A good reference for detail is the Detail and Scale 
Volume 62 'P-40 Warhawk in Detail' book. 
 
All that is needed now is an enterprising Decal manufacturer to issue a 
sheet containing a selection of No.3 Squadron RAAF P-40Fs. (Stay 
tuned that will happen before not too long - Steve) 
 
Richard Hourigan, August 2008. 
 
Editors Note:- Also see 'http://www.cmkkits.com/en/aircraft/p-40f-
warhawk-short-tails-over-africa/' for copies of the complete kit instruc-
tions etc, which will assist in reading this review. 
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Here&rsquo;s a few of the latest kits to cross my desk..  All at sea 
again I&rsquo;m afraid, I&rsquo;m having way too much fun with these 
lil critters !  
 
Fujimi 1/700 IJN Oyodo  
 
Pros: Retooled kit, flash free, moulded in light grey, easily worked sty-
rene, kit is correct for Oyodo from her late 1944 refit until she was sunk 
two days before the surrender. Kit is pretty well complete in the box . All 
I added were brass railings (covered in places by white glue to repre-
sent the IJN’s seaman’s blanket’  style of extemporary splinter shields. I 
also replaced the catapult, crane jib and aircraft props with brass items, 
all brass items coming from the Tom’s Modelworks IJN Light Cruisers 
set. Scratch built items on this one were the DF loop and B turret aerial 
tower (brass wire), along with some stretched sprue rigging. 
 
Cons: Being correct for post late 44 refit, the kit lacks the long catapult 
on the stern, which was replaced with a normal length catapult in the 
late 44 refit. Some of the smaller parts need very careful handling to 
remove from the sprue in one piece  
 
Verdict: Worth getting -  Oyodo was a one-off and was probably the 
last ship of the IJN sunk during WW2, when she was discovered, lurk-
ing just round the corner from Tokyo Bay and was sunk in shallow wa-
ter by marauding US aircraft. Oyodo was by then the command ship for 
the IJN fleet, her aircraft hanger had become a two story office for the 
IJN command after the late 1944 refit. My kit came from Pacific Front 
Hobbies in the US. 
 
Tamiya 1/700 IJN Kiso 
 
Pros: Retooled model, very finely moulded, very little flash present on 
kit parts. Represents Kiso in early war guise with seaplane hanger in 
front of bridge (Seaplane and catapult removed in 1838 refit) Early 
Kuma class cruiser with flared stack tops. I’ve finished her as she was 
in the Kiska Operation (Aleutians invasion) with areas of white camo. 
Again I’ve added railings, ladders, and stairways from Tom’s brass for 
IJN Light cruisers, plus some stretched sprue rigging  
 
Cons: Very few. No bridge awning support structure. I used some lefto-
ver brass rails to represent the scaffolding. 
 
Verdict: Assembles fairly easily into a convincing replica OOB - Worth 
getting if you can find it !  Mine came from Hannants. 
 
White Ensign Models 1/700 HMS Starling 
 
Pros: All resin kit, brass fret for radars, rails and a lot more included. 
Very finely moulded, alternate parts included for the ship in 3 different 
wartime configurations. Very little excess resin to be removed from any 
of the kits parts and the excess is very fine and thin . I removed the ex-
cess on mine with an exacto blade. Some parts of the assembly are 
complex, so take your time and follow the instructions and you cannot 
go wrong. White Ensign are known for the clarity and quality of their in-
structions !  
 
Cons: She’s tiny & about 5 inches long, so many of the parts are rather 
small. I had to flatten the hull using hot water to remove a longitudinal 
upward bend. I also had to replace the barrels on the main armament 
using stretched sprue, due to the barrels being broken off and rendered 
unto dust in transit   
 

Verdict: The price shouldn‘t put you off, you do get high quality for your 
hard earned from WEM and I doubt anybody would release a Black 
Swan class sloop in injected styrene !  Take your time and a very nice 
model will result 

by Matthew Ward 
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Airfix 1/600 HMS Cossack to HMAS Warramunga 1943 
 
simple modification) 
 
Pros (Cossack kit only): Not many, it’s the first of the Airfix 1/600 scale 
warship kits and dates back to 1960 odd. It represents a generic Tribal 
class with the pre-war tripod rear mast, rather than any specific war-
time Tribal. Having said that, it’s the only Tribal kit available in the 
smaller scales (Skywave are about to release a Tribal in 1/700 !). 
 
Cons (Cossack kit only): Moulds getting old, there&rsquo;s some flash 
about, various parts need modification to look even close to what 
they&rsquo;re supposed to represent, moulded on railing uprights need 
to be removed. Pennant number in kit (L03), is wrong for Cossack at 
any period according to my references. 
 
Verdict (Cossack kit only): Unless you’re prepared to do a lot of work 
refining the kit, or want it for ‘memory lane’ reasons, its best steered 
clear of, or left unbuilt in the box, if you got it as part of Airfix’s ‘WW2 
Destroyers’ set. 
 
Modification details: I ‘waterlined’ the hull and then used various bits 
of White Ensign’s ‘Ultimate WW2 Destroyers’ sets 1 and 2 to replace 
the aft searchlight platform and 4 barrel pompom. All main gun turrets 
were replaced with twin 4.7 turrets from an Airfix Belfast, Extra 20mm’s 
on bridge wings, platform between stacks and upper deck at stern 
came from various sources and the two 20mm tubs jutting from the up-
per deck behind the searchlight tower are modified Skywave items. 
Rear mast is the top part of the kit given rear tripod mast. Badly 
moulded torpedo tubes were replaced with a far better set from an Air-
fix Hotspur kit. When all that was done, the decks were railed and 
stretched sprue rigging was applied. 
 
 
Airfix 1/600 HMS Warspite 
 
Pros: Only 1/600 scale kit of this grand old lady. Kit represents War-
spite in the late 30’s, before the mainmast was cut down and rear-
ranged. 
 
Cons: There’s a bit of flash about and some work to be done to put the 
kit into a wartime configuration. Main gun barrels need gentle sanding 
to remove the flare from their business ends. Kit comes with float 
Swordfish, which are correct for pre-war period but had been replaced 
by Walrus before WW2 started . 
 
Verdict: Kit has been OOP for many years (maybe it will now be reis-
sued by Hornby ?) This one came from eBay Australia. I remember 
paying a whole $2:40 for her back in the 70’s (considerably less than I 
paid for her this time !). I reworked the mainmast into the configuation 
carried by Warspite in the second battle of Narvik. The lantern radar on 
the mainmast came from a spare Airfix Belfast kit, the rails, pompoms, 
yagis, stack cap grille, masthead radars railings, stairs, crane jibs and 
much more came from the White Ensign Models brass set for the Airfix 
Warspite. 
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Scales – various - 1/72, 1/48, 1/32 
 
Contents and Media – 1 printed decal sheet (Alps), an A5 sized in-
struction booklet (4 pages) with full colour profiles of each aircraft, and 
decal instructions. 
 
Price - Various – between $11.50 - $23.50 AUD 
 
Review Type - First Look 
 
Advantages – After-market decals for some very much requested sub-
jects. 
 
Disadvantages – Short run decals, limited edition only (in ALPS form). 
 
Recommendation - Highly Recommended 
 
Damian Casey from Aussie Decals has released some new RAAF & 
RAN sheets for various subjects. The following sheets are all on full 
release at this stage from a small number of retailers.There are some 
others which will be released shortly and which I have covered on a 
separate preview review.  
 
The decals are printed by the 'ALPS' process but are not distinguish-
able from normal decals. They are very finely printed, with good colour 
density. The only difference to normal screen printed product is that the 
sheet has an overall clear film decal layer, so the individual items need 
to be closely trimmed from the sheet and care taken with them as they 
are quite thin. 
 

Catalogue Number and Details:  
 
72030 (1/72) – Vultee Vengeance RAAF WWII 
 
Expected to also be available as 48030 (1/48th) Once the AZ and SH 
kits are released. 
 
A sheet with four subjects in the above scales. Research assistance 
was provided by Dick Hourigan ensuring that these are as accurate as 
possible. 
 
72040 (1/72) – P-40C Tomahawks WWII RAAF part 1 
 
Also available as 48040 (1/48th) and 32040 (1/32nd) 
 
There are four Tomahawks on this sheet as per the attached graphic 
(note that Damian's printer has rendered the Sky Blue spinner on one 
example as the incorrect shade. It is correctly called out in the FS cap-
tions). If this sheet sells well there will be a follow-up part 2. Research 
assistance was provided by myself for this one. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

����������	
��
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72040 (1/72) – Avro lancaster 'G for George' & 617 Sqn 
Dambusters 
 
also available as 48040 (1/48th) 
 
A sheet with three subjects in the above scales. The decals for 'G for 
George' are based on Gary Green's article in issue 14/1 of this publi-
cation, and are believed to be the first accurate set for how it looked 
when in actual service in the U.K. Those who have read the above arti-
cle will be aware that the resoration done by the AWM in the 1970s 
had many differences and previous decals were normally based on 
that version. 
 
72054 (1/72) – Meteor F.8 RAAF - Korean War and Beyond 
 
also available as 48054 (1/48th) 
 
Included on this sheet are the first ever correct decals for 
'Halestorm' (A77-851) and it's kill markings which are different to what 
has been incorrectly illustrated in previous profiles and the Temora 
restoration. Also has correct makings for A77-15 Alyane' (previous 
sheets have spelled it incorrectly) and the 77 Squadron Green/White 
checks scheme printed in the correct colours. 
 
Note - the original small production run of sheets (before I contacted 
Damian to assist) has several errors with all the above schemes. Make 
sure you get the corrected version with the 77 Squadron Dark Green/
White checks (the original had a much brighter Green used which is 
not correct). 
 
72045 (1/72) – Spitfire Mk.V RAAF WWII 
 
Will also be available as 48045 (1/48th) intended for the new SH kits. 
 
A sheet with four subjects in the above scales. Research assistance 
was provided by Peter malone and myself for this sheet. Enough roun-
dels etc are available to do all four subjects from this sheet. 

There are four subjects on this sheet as per the attached graphic (3 x 
Mk.Vc and 1 x Mk.Vb). The aircraft chosen are a mixture of RAAF Vcs 
in the SWPA and one Mk.Vb flown by John Waddy with 92 sqn RAF in 
North Africa. 
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72041 (1/72) – P-40E Kittyhawks WWII - RAAF part 1 
 
Will also be available as 48041 (1/48th) and 32041 (1/32nd) 
 
72041A (1/72) – P-40E Kittyhawks WWII - RAAF part 2 
 
Will also be available as 48041A (1/48th) and 32041A (1/32nd) 
 
Included on these 2 sheets are a variety of different schemes for P-
40E Kittyhawks operated by RAAF units in North Africa and SWPA. 
Each sheet has 4 options as per the attached graphics. These will be 
released shortly and will be very timely with the forthcoming Hase-
gaw3a 1/32 scale kit. Research assistance was provided by myself. 
 
As to availability - AS I said not released yet, but when they are, No-
vascale Decals (who are one of Aussie Decals resellers) will be selling 
them on Ebay (Ebay I.D 'novascale1'). If they are out of stock, I sug-
gest you contact Damian Casey of Aussie Decals and make enquiries 
as to sources: 
 
Footnote – the above was correct at the time the review was written, 
however I believe all these new sheets are now available via the usual 
stockists. 
 
 
Damian Casey - aussiedecals@bigpond.com 
 
Website: http://www.aussiedecals.com.au/ 
 
 
Thanks to Damian Casey for the review samples. 
 
 
Reviewed by Steve Mackenzie 
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Hawker Hart Family 
 
By Alex Crawford (Author) & Mushroom Model Publications (Publisher) 
 
Recently Mushroom have published this major tome on the whole Of 
the Hawker Hart family (including the derivatives). The book consists 
of 256 pages (of approx B5 size), about 130 of those in colour. The 
strong points of the book is the way that dirrences between the various 
types are explained, the good 1/72 scale plans and closeup photos of 
surviving examples and 24 pages of colour profiles at the rear of the 
book. 
 
 
Everything is not perfect however. The subject obviously needs a lot 
more pages than is devoted here to do it justice. For instance the Hart 
Trainer variant is glossed over with one page of text and a few odd 
photos scattered throughout the book. Considering that Mushroom 
have just published a 256 A4 sized book (which gives much more 
page area than B5) on the RAN Fairey Gannet story, it makes one 
wonder why this book was not expanded to the same size which would 
have enabled the story to be told in more detail 
 
Not all is accurate either. They have repeated the old 'furpjy' about the 
last 10 airframes of the RAAF Demon order being delivered in dual 
control format with provision for Target Towing. This is not correct (see 
the articles in Vol 21 of 'in Miniature' for the correct info).   
 
Speaking of the RAAF Demons there is good coverage of these (apart 
from the 'furphy' above) with some photos different to those usually 
published and detail photos of the preserved example. 
 
This book is available direct from Mushroom Models for 17.99 GBP 
(plus postage). Further information is available from the website as be-
low. Alternately Ley Reynolds has stock locally and it can be obtained 
from him at club meetings for those in Sydney. 
 
Website: http://www.mmpbooks.biz/main.html 
 
Highly Recommended 
 
Review by Steve Mackenzie 

Allied Wings 
 
By Phillipe Listermann & Alex Crawford (No.4) (Authors) & Philedition 
(Publisher) 
 
No.1 : Spitfire XII - The full history of this variant told in 44 pages. 5 full 
colour art-works (3 are profiles), more than 40 photographs. 12 Euro 
No.2 : Marauder I - 56 pages, more than 40 photographs, some pub-
lished for the first time, six colour profiles. 13 Euro 
No.3 : Northrop BT-1 - 40 pages, around 40 photographs, 11 colour 
profiles. 13 Euro 
No.4 : Whirlwind I - 52 pages with almost 50 photographs, many being 
published for the first time. 10 colour profiles. 13 Euro 
 
This is a different series of publications under the Philedition imprint of 
histories for aircraft types that were only used in small numbers. These 
books are privately printed by Phillipe Listermann in France. The cur-
rently available titles are as listed above. Phillipe has privately pub-
lished these histories, mostly written by himself with Alex Crawford  be-
ing co-author on the Whirlwind book. The Colour Scheme profiles are 
again by Malcolm Laird from Ventura Publications.   
 
Overall this series is very similar to that on the Squadron histories. 
They all have a similar layout - history of all known planes by manufac-

turer's serial and RAF serial, appendices (comprising all the claims, 
losses including accidental, awards, maps and the operational diary) 
and pilot's roster. Included are a large number of superb period photos 
of the men and machines as well as excellent color profiles based on 
some of these images. A role of honor for the men who flew these air-
craft and specific information on each of them is included (where possi-
ble). 
 
These books are highly recommended for those interested in the sub-
ject types. In addition to sourcing them direct from Philedition (as per 
below). Ley Reynolds also stocks them at IPMS (NSW) meetings for 
those wishing to acquire them locally.  
 
This book is available direct from Phillipe Listermann for 12/13 Euros 
(plus postage). Further information is available from his website as be-
low. Download the Order Form for information on payment options, 
postage costs etc:. 
 
Phillipe Listermann – philedition@wanadoo.fr 
Website: www.raf-in-combat.com/index.html 
 
Many thanks to Phillipe Listermann for the review copy 
 
Review by Steve Mackenzie 
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Ozmods 1/144th 
Hawk T.1 
 
Greg Anderson from 
Ozmods has once 
again sent me the 
above promotional ma-
terial on the one of their 
latest kits, the Hawk T.1 
in 1/144th scale Full de-
tails of what is included 
with the kit is available 
from the Ozmods web-
site at 'http://www.
users.bigpond.net.au/
ozmodsscales/main.
html' 


